1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

1.1. The crucial role of the interferon response in innate immunity {#sec0010}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The interferon (IFN) response is a pivotal and nearly ubiquitous component of the innate immune response against viruses and other microbial pathogens in mammalian cells. IFNs are grouped into three major groups, with type I (IFN-α, -β, -κ, -ϵ, and -ω) and type II (IFN-γ) IFNs binding distinct receptors, but nonetheless showing some overlap in their signaling cascades and target genes ([@bib0030], [@bib0185], [@bib0390], [@bib0440]). Type III IFNs (IFN-λ1, IFN-λ2, IFN-λ3, also called IL-29, IFN-λ4 IL-28A, and IL-28B, respectively) are predominantly expressed in plasmacytoid dendritic cells and are abundantly expressed in liver and lung tissues. Despite binding a distinct receptor, type III IFNs show significant overlap with type I IFNs in their signaling cascade and target genes ([@bib0030], [@bib0330], [@bib0390]).

The first step in the IFN response involves the induction of expression of IFNs through the activation of a class of cellular sensors that function as initial sensors of pathogen-associated molecular patterns, including the RNA sensors retinoic acid inducible gene I (RIG-I), melanoma differentiation-associated gene-5 (MDA5), membrane-bound Toll-like receptors (TLR 3, 7, or 8) and several DNA sensors ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} ) ([@bib0190], [@bib0230], [@bib0460]). These, in turn, activate signal transduction cascades that lead to expression of genes with specific inhibitory functions. In the case of type I IFNs, RIG-I and MDA5 activate the IFN-β promoter stimulator 1 (IPS-1), while TLR3 and TLR7/TLR8 trigger signaling through TRIF and MyD88, respectively ([@bib0190], [@bib0230], [@bib0460]). These pathways ultimately lead to phosphorylation and dimerization of transcription factors such as the interferon regulatory factor 3 (IRF-3), and IRF-7, leading to their translocation into the nucleus ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}) (for a complete discussion of the complex signaling events involved, see [@bib0190], [@bib0200], [@bib0460]). Once in the nucleus, along with NF-κB and ATF-2/c-jun, they induce expression of antiviral cytokines including type I IFNs (IFN-α and IFN-β) through complex protein--protein interactions with many transcription factors and regulatory proteins including the transcriptional cofactor CREB-binding protein (CBP)/p300 ([@bib0200], [@bib0235], [@bib0255], [@bib0355], [@bib0400], [@bib0520]). While most cells produce IFNβ, hematopoietic cells including monocyte/macrophages and dendritic cells, especially plasmacytoid dendritic cells constitute the predominant producers of IFNα.Fig. 1The type I IFN signaling cascade. A highly simplified scheme of the signaling cascade is shown. The host-encoded regulatory lncRNAs are shown in red font and the virally-encoded lncRNAs in dark blue font. Phosphorylation and ubiquitination events are marked by small green circles and pink ovals, respectively.

Type I IFNs bind to the IFN-α/β receptor (IFNAR) in an autocrine and paracrine manner, leading to activation of the Janus kinase/signal transducers and activators of transcription (JAK/STAT) signaling cascade ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib0190], [@bib0230], [@bib0460]). This results in recruitment, phosphorylation, dimerization and nuclear translocation of STAT1 and STAT2. Once in the nucleus, STAT1/STAT2 complex is bound to IRF9/p48, resulting in the formation of the IFN-stimulated gene factor 3 (ISGF3) complex which activates transcription of several hundred IFN-stimulated genes (ISGs) ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib0190], [@bib0230], [@bib0460]). Similarly, IFN-γ, the sole member of the type II IFN family, acts via binding the IFN-γ receptor and signaling through the JAK/STAT pathway leading to STAT1 phosphorylation and nuclear translocation ([@bib0210]). Activated STAT1 binds the gamma-activated sequence (GAS) near its target genes as a dimer, resulting in induction of transcription of STAT1-regulated genes. Interestingly, the majority of IFN-γ-regulated genes are also induced/repressed by type I IFN signaling and thus, there is significant overlap in the ISGs induced during the type I and type II IFN response ([@bib0210], [@bib0390]). It has been shown that many ISGs have antimicrobial activity through regulation of cellular gene expression machinery and direct antimicrobial effects, for example several ISGs including RNase L, PKR, IFIT-1, IFIT-2, ISG15, ISG20, IFITM3, BST2/Tetherin and viperin are known to possess antiviral activity ([@bib0400]). While most cells are competent to mount type I IFN response, cell type and context can strongly affect the magnitude of the response and determine the subset of effector genes activated ([@bib0190], [@bib0230], [@bib0460]). In addition to regulation by several cellular signaling pathways, the IFN response is also subject to negative feedback regulation by a number of ISGs ([@bib0190], [@bib0230], [@bib0395], [@bib0460], [@bib0605]). Ultimately, activation of the IFN response leads to the induction of a cell-intrinsic antimicrobial state in the infected and the neighboring cells, thus limiting the spread of infectious agents. In addition, these potent cytokines modulate the innate immune response by promoting antigen presentation and natural killer cell function, and activate the adaptive immune system by augmenting antibody production in B cells and effector function of T cells ([@bib0230]).

Interestingly, in addition to responding to the presence of exogenous viral RNA, a class of cellular non-coding transcripts which fall into the broad category of lncRNAs, the retrotransposon-derived RNAs, can also activate the IFN response ([@bib0615]). A recent study has shown that activation of the Long Interspersed Element-1 (LINE-1) retroelements leads to an increase in the expression of IFNβ and ISGs ([@bib0615]). Pretreatment of cells with IFN resulted in suppression of LINE-1 replication, and conversely, mutations that inactivated different elements in the IFN signaling pathway led to an increase in LINE-1 replication ([@bib0615]). While the mechanism through which LINE-1 replication leads to the activation of IFN response is not known, it is plausible that the replication state of LINE elements and other retrotransposons are sensed by the same or similar sensors that detect the replication of exogenous viral RNA in the cell. Available data suggest that the replication of the Small Interspersed Elements (SINEs) similarly leads to activation of the IFN response ([@bib0285]). Interestingly, some studies suggest that LINE-1 elements may contribute to the development of autoimmune diseases such as Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) ([@bib0115], [@bib0350]), which are known to be associated with activation of the IFN response ([@bib0045], [@bib0145]). Further investigation of the intriguing connection between the state of activation of the repeat elements and autoimmunity may lead to novel insight into the mechanism of development of autoimmune diseases.

1.2. Long non-coding RNAs as a novel class of cellular regulatory factors {#sec0015}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

An exciting outcome of the high throughput analyses of higher eukaryotic transcriptomes has been the discovery of thousands of novel RNAs that do not seem to have any protein-coding capacity. These transcripts, the long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs), are found in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, however, they are highly abundant in higher eukaryotes including both animals and plants ([@bib0345], [@bib0425]). Indeed, while protein-coding sequences occupy \<2% of the genome in mammalians, a much larger fraction of the genome is transcribed into lncRNAs ([@bib0085], [@bib0150]). lncRNAs can be tens of thousands of nucleotides long and although an originally proposed arbitrary lower length limit of 200 nucleotides should not be applied too strictly, it serves to distinguish lncRNAs from the small non-coding RNAs such as snRNAs, snoRNAs, miRNAs etc. ([@bib0090], [@bib0325], [@bib0425]).

Due to the relatively recent availability of high throughput transcriptome analysis technologies, our understanding of the extent of non-coding transcription in the mammalian genomes is highly incomplete. Many lncRNAs are expressed in a strongly cell type- and state-specific manner and their expression is tightly regulated by various cellular signals ([@bib0010], [@bib0425]). Thus, provided there is sufficient sequencing depth, almost every RNA-seq experiment can potentially yield novel lncRNAs that are specific to the cell type and experimental conditions used in the study. In addition, many protein-coding RNAs have alternatively processed isoforms that lack protein-coding capacity and fall into the broad category of lncRNAs ([@bib0060], [@bib0140], [@bib0150]). Even among the lncRNAs that are currently annotated in public databases, the vast majority remain unstudied, thus providing an exciting opportunity for discovery of novel aspects of biological processes.

Emerging evidence from the study of a small subset of lncRNAs point to their involvement in virtually every aspect of cellular function ([@bib0010], [@bib0340], [@bib0425], [@bib0545], [@bib0580], [@bib0595]), with regulation of nuclear events including the epigenetic state of chromatin and transcription emerging as major themes in lncRNA function ([@bib0010], [@bib0420], [@bib0425]). Thus, nuclear localization and association with chromatin modifying complexes and transcription factors provide important clues into the potential function of a lncRNA. In addition, the genomic loci from which lncRNAs originate can yield crucial mechanistic insights into their function ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} ). lncRNA genes can overlap protein-coding genes or other non-coding RNA genes in the sense or antisense orientation by originating from a promoter within an exon or intron of the overlapped gene, or from a promoter located in its 3\' UTR or further downstream. The overlapping genes can affect the biogenesis or function of the other genes in the locus through several mechanisms, including epigenetic regulation of the activity of the locus, transcriptional interference, and masking of functionally critical elements through basepairing to the other transcripts originating from the overlapped locus ([@bib0555]). Another commonly observed conformation of lncRNA loci is transcription from the so-called bidirectional promoters ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib0005], [@bib0540], [@bib0570]) and in some studied examples, it has been shown that one member of the pair regulates the expression of their promoter-sharing RNA ([@bib0540], [@bib0585]). In addition, many lncRNAs originate from promoters in enhancer loci and are thought to be needed for the function of the enhancer in which they originate ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib0265]). Finally, many lncRNAs arise from genomic loci that do not overlap with other genes or enhancer elements but are located in vicinity of other genes ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). Such vicinal lncRNAs can potentially regulate the expression of their neighboring genes through transcriptional interference or epigenetic regulation ([@bib0325], [@bib0425], [@bib0555]).Fig. 2Diverse genomic origins of lncRNAs. The broken arrows mark the location of transcription start sites and direction of transcription.

In recent years, several pioneering studies have provided evidence for the strong involvement of lncRNAs in regulation of various aspects of the immune response, including several pathways related to innate immunity ([@bib0155], [@bib0195], [@bib0220], [@bib0320], [@bib0455], [@bib0485], [@bib0505], [@bib0610]). While our knowledge of the role played by lncRNAs in the immune response is still in its infancy, it is highly likely that similar to miRNAs ([@bib0040], [@bib0125], [@bib0130], [@bib0160], [@bib0495], [@bib0505]), lncRNAs also play a highly prominent role in regulation of immunity-related processes, including the IFN response. Although the main emphasis of this review is on understanding the role of lncRNAs in the IFN response, the mode and mechanism of function of lncRNAs in other immunity-related processes can provide a valuable context for understanding the scope and impact of lncRNA-mediated regulation of the IFN response. Further, many lncRNAs are involved in regulation of immune-related processes that directly or indirectly affect the IFN response. Thus, a brief review of our current state of knowledge of RNA-mediated regulation of the immune system is provided below. Comprehensive reviews of the role of lncRNAs in various aspects of the development and function of the immune response are included elsewhere in this volume ([@bib0065], [@bib0015]).

1.3. lncRNAs in development, differentiation and function of the immune response {#sec0020}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As mentioned above, recent studies have indicated diverse roles for lncRNAs in the development and function of the immune system. High throughput studies have revealed the presence of widespread changes in the expression of non-coding transcriptome during the differentiation of immune cells, for example during T cell development and differentiation ([@bib0500], [@bib0205], [@bib0405], [@bib0635]) and the activation of CD8+ T cells ([@bib0365], [@bib0370]). Many of the identified lncRNAs associate with transcription factors known to regulation T cell differentiation such as TBX21, GATA-3, STAT4 and STAT6, and functional analysis of a representative lncRNA, LincR-Ccr2-5\'AS, proved the functional importance of the differentially expressed lncRNAs in regulation of T cell differentiation ([@bib0205]). Similarly, functional analysis of individual lncRNAs has revealed their role in regulation of granulocyte differentiation (HOTAIRM1 lncRNA) ([@bib0630]); dendritic cell differentiation (lncRNA lnc-DC) ([@bib0575]); and regulation of expression of cell surface class I MHC receptors early in the development of NK cells (KIR antisense lncRNA) ([@bib0590]). In addition, the involvement of lncRNAs in several immune-related processes has been documented, including regulation of the three-dimensional chromatin structure at the immunoglobulin heavy chain locus that in turn affects V(D)J recombination ([@bib0035], [@bib0560]); recruitment of activation-induced cytidine deaminase to its target loci, which is required for somatic hypermutation and antibody diversity ([@bib0375]); and regulation of T-cell independent B cell responses by transcripts derived from endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) ([@bib0620]). As the studied RNAs represent a very small fraction of the lncRNAs that show differential expression during each of the above processes, it is highly likely that the study of additional lncRNAs will reveal the presence of a complex and widespread lncRNA-mediated regulatory network in immune system differentiation and function.

In addition to regulation of development and differentiation of immune cells, a number of studied lncRNAs play key roles in immunological processes which can affect the IFN response. For example lncRNAs PACER, Lethe, NKILA and THRIL regulate the inflammatory response through binding to the promoter of TNFα gene or subunits of NF-kB ([@bib0260], [@bib0300], [@bib0305], [@bib0410]). Another lncRNA that neighbors the TNF gene regulates the repression of the TNF locus by binding to the repressive LRRFIP1 protein ([@bib0475]). As mentioned above, NF-kB plays an important role in transcriptional activation of the IFN genes ([@bib0200], [@bib0235], [@bib0255], [@bib0355], [@bib0400], [@bib0520]). Thus, in addition to their direct effect on the inflammatory response, the above lncRNAs can strongly affect the magnitude of the IFN response through regulation of NF-kB function.

A number of other lncRNAs similarly regulate immune-related processes that indirectly affect the IFN response. For example, lincRNA-Cox2, which is induced in response to stimulation of a subset of Toll-like receptors (TLRs), negatively regulates the expression of a number of immune response genes including ISGs *Irf7*, *Oas1a*, *Oas1l*, *Oas2*, *Ifi204*, and *Isg15* ([@bib0070], [@bib0175]). While the mechanism through which changes in expression of lincRNA-Cox2 affects ISG expression is not known, it is clear that activation of its expression through TLR stimulation can be used to partially dampen the IFN-mediated transcriptional cascade. Similarly, regulation of cytokines and cytokine receptors such as interleukin-7 receptor α-subunit by lnc-IL7R ([@bib0120]) and IL1β expression by two neighboring lncRNAs ([@bib0215]) can affect the cellular inflammatory response and thus, indirectly impact the IFN signaling pathway. Finally, a subset of host lncRNAs that are differentially expressed in response to viral infections ([@bib0240], [@bib0380], [@bib0600], [@bib0625]) may facilitate or inhibit viral replication via synergizing with or antagonizing the IFN response.

2. Regulation of the IFN response by host lncRNAs {#sec0025}
=================================================

2.1. Global analysis of lncRNAs induced in response to IFN stimulation {#sec0030}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The first global gene expression analysis aiming at detection of the IFN-induced lncRNAs was reported as part of a study of virally-induced host lncRNAs in the mouse ([@bib0240], [@bib0380]). The study indicated that a large number of host lncRNAs were induced in response to infection with mouse-adapted H1N1 influenza A virus or the recombinant mouse-adapted severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) in mouse lungs in vivo. The differentially expressed lncRNAs accounted for close to 40% of all differentially expressed genes after infection and a higher percentage of them showed downregulation after infection compared to protein-coding genes, which were mostly upregulated. Interestingly, promoter analysis and expression correlation study suggested that many of the induced lncRNAs may be ISGs. Thus, to determine the contribution of the IFN response to the virally-induced lncRNAs, lung tissues were harvested from IFNα-treated or mock treated live mice at 12 h post-treatment and subjected to RNA-seq. The high throughput analysis revealed the presence of 187 protein-coding genes and 53 lncRNAs that were upregulated after IFN treatment ([@bib0240]). Importantly, many of the IFN-induced lncRNAs found in the mouse lung tissue were also induced in cultured mouse embryonic fibroblasts after IFN stimulation. This indicated that at least a fraction of the observed differential expression was not caused by IFN-mediated changes in the cellular composition of the lung tissue, such as infiltration by immune cells, but rather represented bona fide IFN-induced lncRNAs ([@bib0240], [@bib0380]).

A second transcriptome-wide analysis of IFNα-induced host lncRNAs was performed using primary human hepatocytes from five donors of different ages and genders before and at three time points of 3, 9 and 24 h after treatment with IFNα ([@bib0250]). In addition to the expected transcriptional induction of the protein-coding ISGs, close to two hundred lncRNAs showed significant differential expression after IFN stimulation, with roughly half of them being downregulated. The upregulated lncRNAs fell into a number of clusters in terms of the timing of onset and duration of upregulation that resembled the temporal patterns of expression of protein-coding ISGs. Nearly all upregulated lncRNAs were maximally induced 3 or 9 h after IFN stimulation, with the majority maintaining their elevated cellular level after 24 h. The remaining lncRNAs showed a sharp reduction in cellular level at 24 h time point, thus, if they do have a cellular function, it is limited to the early time points after IFN stimulation ([@bib0250]). Analysis of the upregulated lncRNAs indicated that several RNAs originated from bidirectional promoters which they shared with ISGs or protein-coding genes with other immune-related functions, or were otherwise located in very close proximity (\<2 kb) of a protein-coding gene with immune-related function ([@bib0245]). In all cases, the lncRNA and the neighboring protein-coding gene showed strongly concordant expression, suggesting the possibility of cis regulatory interactions between these lncRNAs and their protein-coding pair ([@bib0245]).

A complementary set of studies in HuH7 human hepatocyte cell line defined gene expression changes occurring at later time points after IFNα2 treatment using microarray analysis ([@bib0050]) and RNA-seq ([@bib0020]). In these studies, a high dose of IFNα2 was used to obtain an augmented transcriptional response and global gene expression analysis was performed after 72 h of stimulation to identify the differentially expressed genes at late time points of the IFN response ([@bib0020], [@bib0050]). As expected, analysis of the differentially expressed protein-coding genes for enriched pathways showed a strong enrichment in IFN-related pathways. In addition to the known protein-coding ISGs, 48 and 890 lncRNAs showed significant differential expression in the microarray and RNA-seq study, respectively ([@bib0020], [@bib0050]). Interestingly, similar to the study by [@bib0250], the differentially expressed lncRNAs were almost evenly divided to upregulated and downregulated ones in both microarray and RNA-seq datasets, while the vast majority of differentially expressed protein coding genes were upregulated. Among the identified lncRNAs, several were antisense to, overlapping in the sense orientation or seemed to share the same promoter with a protein-coding gene ([@bib0020], [@bib0050]).

Comparison of the above three studies reveals intriguing similarities, including the high proportion of downregulated lncRNAs compared to protein-coding genes which were mostly upregulated. Unfortunately, none of the downregulated lncRNAs have been subjected to functional study to date, however, this difference could point to a fundamental difference in the scope of regulatory function of lncRNAs and protein-coding RNAs. Another important similarity between the two studies in human cells is the presence of a significant number of lncRNAs which are neighboring or overlapping protein-coding immunity-related genes. As mentioned above, the genomic locus of a lncRNA provides important clues into its potential function and thus, these observations suggest that a widespread lncRNA-mediated regulatory network may act in fine-turning the immune response. It will also be of great interest to determine the similarities and differences in the IFN-induced genes between mouse and human cells. Importantly, the above high throughput studies provide a wealth of targets for future functional studies of the role of lncRNAs in the IFN response.

2.2. lncRNA-mediated regulation of the expression of IFN genes {#sec0035}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Transcriptional activation of the IFN genes in response to external or internal stimuli presents a unique regulatory opportunity and several protein-mediated mechanisms are known to control this step ([@bib0190], [@bib0230], [@bib0460]). It is plausible that lncRNA-mediated regulatory mechanisms may also target this important step. Interestingly, evidence for lncRNA-mediated regulation for the IFNG/IFN-γ locus has been reported ([@bib0095], [@bib0100], [@bib0170]). The involved regulatory lncRNA, IFNG-AS1 (IFNG-antisense-1), also known as Tmevpg1([@bib0095], [@bib0100], [@bib0565]) and NeST ([@bib0170]), is located downstream of the IFNG locus and in human, overlaps this locus. Importantly, its expression shows a strong correlation with that of IFNG ([@bib0095], [@bib0100], [@bib0565]). IFNG-AS1 is expressed in CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in addition to natural killer (NK) cells. In CD4+ T cells, the expression of both human IFNG-AS1 lncRNA and its mouse ortholog is dependent on STAT4 and TBX21 (T-BET), transcription factors that drive the differentiation of CD4+ lymphocytes into Th1 polarization ([@bib0105]). It has been shown that TBX21 guides the epigenetic remodeling of enhancer elements at the IFNG-AS1 locus, resulting in recruitment of transcriptional activators including NF-kB and transcriptional activation of the IFNG-AS1 gene ([@bib0105]). The expression of IFNG-AS1 was not sufficient to induce IFNG expression in the absence of STAT4 and TBX21 in CD4+ cells. However, when it was expressed in the presence of TBX21, the expression of IFNG in CD4+ Th1 polarized T cells could be partially restored in the absence of STAT4 ([@bib0105]). Another study in CD8+ T cells using transgenic mice that overexpressed IFNG-AS1 indicated that this lncRNA has a similar positive effect on expression of IFNG after stimulation with PMA (phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate) and ionomycin ([@bib0170]). Despite overlapping the IFNG locus, IFNG-AS1 seems to act in trans, as in the transgenic animals, IFNG-AS1 transgene can drive the expression of both alleles of IFNG ([@bib0170]). Mechanistic analysis of the function of this lncRNA indicated that it interacts with WDR5, a subunit of the MLL/SET1 histone H3 lysine 4 methyltransferase complex, which is likely guided by the lncRNA to change the methylation status of the IFNG locus, resulting in activation ([@bib0170]). While these results are certainly exciting, it will be important to determine whether any additional cellular factors regulate IFNG-AS1, for example during viral or bacterial infections or other physiological contexts when a strong IFN-γ response is desired.

2.3. IFN-induced lncRNAs as negative regulators of the IFN response {#sec0040}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Among the ∼200 IFN-induced lncRNAs identified in primary human hepatocytes by [@bib0250], one lncRNA showed a dramatic induction after IFN stimulation in diverse cell types from both human and mouse. Similar to protein-coding ISGs, the induction of this RNA, which was located in close proximity of the protein-coding ISG CMPK2, was dependent on the JAK-STAT signaling pathway. Knockdown of this lncRNA, named lncRNA-CMPK2/NRIR (Negative Regulator of the IFN Response) led to a marked reduction in HCV replication in IFN-stimulated hepatocytes, suggesting that it could modulate the antiviral effect of IFN. Indeed, knockdown of lncRNA-CMPK2/NRIR resulted in upregulation of several protein-coding antiviral ISGs. The observed upregulation resulted from an increase in both basal and IFN-stimulated transcription, which could be explained by loss of transcriptional inhibition in knockdown cells. Although the mechanism of function of NRIR was not determined, the nuclear localization of the lncRNA and its impact on transcription of its target genes were consistent with an epigenetic or transcriptional regulatory function. Taken together, these data indicated that the IFN response involves a lncRNA-mediated negative regulatory mechanism ([@bib0250]).

Another lncRNA, named NRAV (Negative Regulator of Antiviral Response), was discovered in a microarray screen for genes induced in response to influenza virus H1N1 infection in A549 human alveolar epithelium cell line ([@bib0360]). NRAV overlapped the first intron of the dynein light chain gene DYNLL1 in antisense orientation and was both spliced and polyadenylated. The cellular level of NRAV was strongly reduced after infection with a number of viruses in addition to the influenza virus and the reduced level was observed in a number of cell lines. Interestingly, forced overexpression and knock down studies indicated that the cellular level of NRAV showed a direct correlation with viral reproduction both in cell lines and in transgenic mice. Microarray analysis of NRAV-overexpressing cell lines pointed to reduction in the level of a large number of ISGs, and additional studies indicated that NRAV, similar to NRIR ([@bib0250]), can partially block IFN-induced expression of its target ISGs, likely through transcriptional regulation or epigenetic mechanisms ([@bib0360]). Considering the very small number of lncRNAs studied in the context of the immune response, the discovery of NRIR and NRAV suggests that lncRNAs play a critical role in negative regulation of the IFN response and likely other signaling cascades involved in innate and adaptive immunity. Defining the interplay of the negative regulatory lncRNAs with the known protein factors involved in negative regulation of IFN response ([@bib0190], [@bib0230], [@bib0395], [@bib0460], [@bib0605]) will provide a unified picture of the built-in mechanisms that mediate the termination of IFN signaling cascade.

2.4. Regulation of biogenesis or function of immune-related genes by IFN-induced lncRNAs {#sec0045}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Of the several lncRNAs showing differential expression in response to IFN-α2 stimulation in HuH7 human hepatocyte cell line (see above) ([@bib0020], [@bib0050]), five lncRNAs were chosen for further study. They originated from loci neighboring BST2 and ISG15 (both ISGs), GBP1, IRF1 and IL6 genes, all of which play key roles in the immune response, including regulatory impacts on the IFN response. These lncRNAs were predominantly nuclear in localization and showed concordant expression with their protein-coding neighbors. Further, the lncRNAs are transcriptionally induced in response to a number of viral infections including Influenza virus and upregulated in a subset of liver samples from HCV-infected patients, which further suggests that they may have a function during the antiviral response in vivo ([@bib0020], [@bib0050]). The two lncRNAs that neighbored ISG15 and BST2 originated from bidirectional promoters, and the induction of BST2 and its neighboring lncRNA gene after IFN stimulation was dependent on the JAK/STAT pathway, suggesting that the lncRNA, similar to BST2, was a true ISG. siRNA-mediated knockdown of the lncRNA neighbor of BST2 led to reduced cellular level of BST2 gene itself, pointing to the presence of a regulatory mechanism that coordinated the expression of BST2 with that of its neighboring lncRNA ([@bib0020]).

The BST2 promoter-sharing lncRNA was also one of the most differentially expressed lncRNAs in primary human hepatocytes after IFN-α stimulation ([@bib0250]). An independent study of this RNA by [@bib0245] confirmed that both BST2 and its promoter-sharing lncRNA, which was named BISPR (BST2 IFN-Stimulated Positive Regulator), were induced in response to IFNα in diverse cell types, including cells of lymphocytic and monocyte origins through the activation of the JAK--STAT pathway ([@bib0245]). Similar to the results of [@bib0020] in hepatocytes, RNAi-mediated knock-down of BISPR resulted in transcriptional down-regulation of BST2 in THP1 monocytes ([@bib0245]). On the other hand, forced overexpression of BISPR from a transgene resulted in up-regulation of BST2, indicating that BISPR regulates BST2 expression through interactions involving the BISPR RNA itself, rather than through the impact of its transcription on the local chromatin environment ([@bib0245]). Interestingly, after stimulation by IFN-α, transcriptional activation of BISPR preceded the induction of BST2, suggesting that expression of BISPR induced or facilitated the initiation of transcription in its paired protein-coding gene. Since several protein-coding ISGs and immunity-related genes originate from bidirectional promoters that also give rise to lncRNAs, it is likely that at least a subset of them are regulated through a mechanism similar to the one described above ([@bib0020], [@bib0245], [@bib0055], [@bib0270]).

3. Regulation of the IFN response by virally-encoded lncRNAs {#sec0050}
============================================================

Many viruses have evolved strategies to either evade or suppress the host immune response, including the IFN response ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} ) ([@bib0110], [@bib0135], [@bib0165]). Through diverse mechanisms that range from inducing the degradation of various proteins involved in IFN signaling, inhibition of phosphorylation of key transcription factors, blocking their dimerization and interaction with their co-activator and preventing recruitment of RNA polymerase II, viruses have successfully blocked the launch of an effective IFN response by their host ([@bib0110], [@bib0135], [@bib0165]). This is often accomplished by virally encoded protein products, although recent studies suggest that many virally-encoded miRNAs also play a key role in this process ([@bib0110]). Emerging data suggest that in addition to miRNAs and protein-coding RNAs, virally-encoded lncRNAs are also major participants in blocking the IFN response during viral infections.Table 1lncRNAs with a role in regulation of the IFN response.LncRNA nameStudied systemFunctionIFNG-AS1Multiple human and mouse cell typesPositive regulation of IFNG expressionNRIRMultiple human and mouse cell typesNegative regulation of transcriptional induction of ISGsNRAVMultiple human and mouse cell typesNegative regulation of transcriptional induction of ISGsBISPRMultiple human cell typesPositive regulation of its promoter-sharing gene, BST2PAN RNAKaposi\'s Sarcoma-associated Herpes VirusRepression of IFNγ, IFNα and ISG expressionWest Nile Virus sfRNAWest Nile VirusInhibition of the IFN signaling cascadeJapanese encephalitis virus\
sfRNAJapanese encephalitis virusReduced IRF-3 phosphorylationDengue virus sfRNAsDengue virusPreventing the sustained activation of RIG-I, repression of translation of ISGsRNase L ciRNAGroup C enterovirusesInhibiting the function of the ISG RNase LVA RNAsAdenovirusesInhibiting the ISG PKR

A number of studied virally-encoded lncRNAs seem to target the transcription factors that mediate the induction of expression of IFN genes. An example of such a mechanism comes from studies in Kaposi\'s Sarcoma-associated Herpes Virus (KSHV), which have led to the identification of a nuclear-localized virally-encoded lncRNA named PAN RNA (Polyadenylated Nuclear RNA) ([@bib0435], [@bib0430], [@bib0515]). In vitro studies have suggested that PAN RNA interacts with a number of virus- and host-encoded factors, including interferon regulatory factor 4 (IRF4). Expression of PAN RNA, which occurs during the lytic phase of KSHV infection, leads to a decrease in expression of IFNγ, IFNα, and the key ISG RNase L, likely through modulation of the IRF4-mediated transcriptional activation ([@bib0435], [@bib0430]).

Another viral immune-inhibitory lncRNA is encoded within the 3\' UTR of the arthropod-borne flaviviruses, a subgroup of flaviviridae which includes several human pathogens. The 3\' UTR of these viruses contains stable secondary structure elements which stall its degradation by the host exonuclease XRN1 ([@bib0295] [@bib0385], [@bib0470], [@bib0490], [@bib0550]). The partially degraded products, virally-encoded lncRNAs that are 0.3--0.5 kb in length, are named the subgenomic flavivirus RNAs (sfRNAs) and have been shown to play an important role in viral pathogenicity ([@bib0385]). To define the role of sfRNAs in viral virulence, Schuessler and colleagues ([@bib0470]) showed that sfRNA-deficient West Nile Virus (WNV) loses its virulence and has severely reduced viral replication after IFNα administration. However, in cell lines or mice that lacked IRF-3, IRF-7 or the type I alpha/beta IFN receptor and thus cannot launch an IFN response, the sfRNA-deficient virus showed normal replication ([@bib0470]). Interestingly, transfection of an RNA species corresponding to the 3\' UTR of WNV improved the replication level of the IFN-sensitive Semliki Forest virus in the presence of exogenously added IFN ([@bib0470]). While the cellular impact of the sfRNA on the transcription of IFN genes and ISGs was not determined, these results suggest that WNV sfRNAs likely inhibit the signaling cascade downstream of the IFN receptor, or specifically inhibits certain key ISGs.

Another study on the impact of sfRNAs in the Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV) by Chang and colleagues ([@bib0075]) showed that forced overexpression of the sfRNA from a transgene in JEV-infected cells reduced IFNβ promoter activity and mRNA levels. They could show that this at least partially resulted from reduced phosphorylation of IRF-3, which led to a partial block to its nuclear localization. This inhibition is analogous to what has been previously observed with the cysteine protease domain of the non-structural protein 2 (NS2) of porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus ([@bib0290]). Interestingly, the JEV sfRNA binds to the non-structural protein 5 (NS5) of JEV, potentially acting as an RNP ([@bib0075]). While this study suggests a different mechanism of action for sfRNAs compared to the study conducted in WNV ([@bib0470]), it is possible that both mechanisms are active in the two studied systems, with the dominant mechanism being different in each system. Alternatively, sfRNAs from different viruses may have evolved to perform distinct functions. For example, sfRNAs from dengue virus repress the expression of IFN-β and this effect is more pronounced with sfRNAs from epidemiologically dominant clades ([@bib0315]). While the mechanism behind this repressive function is not completely understood, it may involve interacting with the RNA-binding protein TRIM25 and preventing its activation, which is required for sustained RIG-I signaling ([@bib0315]). Dengue virus sfRNAs also repress translation of a number of ISGs, likely through binding to a number of proteins involved in post-transcriptional regulation of ISG expression ([@bib0025]). Additional examples of proposed functions for sfRNAs include suppression of siRNA- and miRNA-mediated silencing pathways in both mammalian and insect cells by WNV and dengue virus sfRNAs ([@bib0465] and altering mRNA stability by inhibiting XRN1 by sfRNAs from Dengue or Kunjin viruses ([@bib0335]).

In addition to inhibiting the induction of IFN expression and the IFN response cascade, virally-encoded RNAs can directly target key ISGs. A conserved kissing loop RNA structure within group C enteroviruses, named the RNase L competitive inhibitor RNA (RNase L ciRNA), is resistant to and inhibits the endoribonuclease activity of the ISG RNase L by binding the endoribonuclease domain as a competitive inhibitor ([@bib0180], [@bib0525], [@bib0530]). Finally, a number of virally-encoded RNAs such as the adenoviral VA (virus-associated) RNAs target the ISG PKR (protein kinase R), which regulates several signal transduction cascades as part of the IFN response ([@bib0275], [@bib0510]).

It should be mentioned that in addition to inhibiting the IFN response, virally-encoded lncRNAs affect additional aspects of host antiviral response, such as regulation of protein synthesis through interacting with dsRNA-activated inhibitor of protein synthesis (DAI) by Epstein-Barr virus-encoded RNA EBER ([@bib0080]), blocking apoptotic stimuli via interacting with the mitochondrial enzyme complex I by cytomegalovirus encoded β2.7 RNA ([@bib0415]) or through interaction with TIAR (TIA‐1‐related) by Sendai virus trailer RNA ([@bib0225]), inhibition of RNA interference by adenoviral VA1 RNA ([@bib0310]) and regulation of viral latency by an HIV-1-encoded antisense RNA ([@bib0280], [@bib0450], [@bib0445]). Together, these lncRNA-mediated inhibitory mechanisms play a crucial role in viral pathogenicity by debilitating the host antiviral response, and present promising targets for future antiviral therapeutic development.

4. Concluding remarks {#sec0055}
=====================

The rapid progress in our understanding of function of lncRNAs has revealed the presence of a large and nearly ubiquitous lncRNA-mediated regulatory network in higher eukaryotes that has revolutionized our understanding of many aspects of cellular function. While the study of this class of RNAs in the immune response in general and in the IFN response in particular is in its infancy, the significant number of lncRNAs that show differential expression in response to studied immunological stimuli make it highly likely that this class of RNAs are involved in regulation of most, if not all, steps in signaling and transcriptional events in innate and adaptive immunity. Functional study of a handful of IFN-induced lncRNAs suggest that negative regulation may be a major function of these RNAs, providing a novel class of therapeutic targets for boosting the endogenous IFN response. Similarly, the virally-encoded immune-inhibitory lncRNAs provide highly suitable targets for future antiviral therapies. Finally, the presence of SNPs or dysregulation in several lncRNAs and Endogenous Retroviral- (ERV) derived transcripts has been observed in a number of autoimmune diseases ([@bib0480], [@bib0485], [@bib0535]), raising the possibility of a causative effect for immune modulatory lncRNAs in at least a subset of diseases of the immune system and further adding to the impact of studies on the function of this class of RNAs.
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